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Catch and Effort 2022



Partial Coverage Catch and Effort 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2022 fishing landed weight (retained) in partial coverage sector. Tonnage from zero-selection trips are shown in gray. Monitored trips (randomly selected for monitoring by either observers or EM) in light blue, and unmonitored trips in dark blue.Here, we define ‘monitored’ as including monitored by an observer either at-sea or shoreside as well as monitored at-sea by EM for species composition. That is, compliance monitoring was excluded from this definition.For ‘number of vessels’, the ‘monitored’ and ‘unmonitored’ groups are defined at the vessel-level: any vessel with at least one trip was considered ‘monitored’ whereas a vessel that took all trips without being selected for monitoring were counted as ‘unmonitored’.For ‘landed weight’, the ‘monitored’ and ‘unmonitored’ groups are defined at the trip-level, based on whether the trip was monitored or not.
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Summary of Priorities
● Design a monitoring program that collects 

credible, statistically rigorous scientific data
● Collect the best and most data for a given budget
● Collect data for a wide range of analytic needs 

(multi-objective program)

Challenge is to…
● Meet the data needs of data users with a wide range 

of analytic objectives (MSA) at a variety of budgets
● Collect data that reflects the full range of fishing 

activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You may not get a higher RATE but you get BETTER data with better precisionWhy shouldn’t we focus on rates? Isn’t high sampling better? (Work to dispel the myth and focus on more samples being different than high rates.)Meet data needs of data users with a wide range of analytic objectives (MSA)             [NS2: best scientific information] - [NS3: all stocks throughout their range] - in order to manage a stock throughout its range, fishery (dependent and independent) needs to be available throughout the same range; hence, a monitoring program should collect fishery-dependent data throughout the range in in time and space where fishing occurs[NS5: promote efficiency] - lower per unit cost.[NS6]: allow for variations among, and contingencies in, fisheries, fishery resources, and catches  [NS7: Costs and Benefits] - Management measures should not impose an unnecessary burden on Management measures should not impose unnecessary burdens on the economy, on individuals, on private or public organizations, or on Federal, state, or local governments. [NS9: Bycatch] - Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable: (1) Minimize bycatch; and (2) To the extent bycatch cannot be avoided, minimize the mortality of such bycatch.[NS10: Safety at sea] - Conservation and management measures shall, to the extent practicable, promote the safety of human life at sea
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Timeline
● Analytic Plan (03/2022 - 06/2023)
● Fish. Monit. Sci. Comm. (Sandra Lowe, Steve Barbeaux, Jason Gasper, Ray Webster)

○ 7/5 (Overview)
○ 7/18 (Stratifications and Allocations), 
○ 8/15 (Evaluation metrics)
○ 9/05 (Review Document)

● Council Partial Coverage Fish. Monit. Comm. (09/14)
● Council Groundfish Plan Team (09/19)
● Council Advisory Panel (10/03) - No SSC
● Council (10/06)
● Final ADP Development (10 - 11/2023)
● Council GPT (Nov.)
● Council (Dec.)
● Implementation (01/01/2024)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note SSC will NOT see this.



Observer and Electronic Monitoring

Full Coverage

Partial Coverage

Fixed Gear EM

Pelagic Pollock Trawl EM

The majority of groundfish harvest is from vessels with full coverage: 
at least one observer present during all fishing or processing activity.

A randomly selected 30% of trips are covered by EM for 
volunteer vessels using fixed gear (hook-and-line or pots).

Participating vessels volunteering for 100% EM coverage 
within the pelagic pollock trawl fleet and 33% of trips are 
sampled shoreside.

Vessels are assigned partial observer or EM coverage. Partial coverage 
vessels are mainly smaller boats representing all gear types.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Full coverage. The majority of groundfish harvest is from vessels with full coverage: at least one observer present during all fishing or processing activity.  Partial coverage. Vessels and processors are assigned partial observer and EM coverage using a random deployment model specified in the Annual Deployment Plan. Partial coverage vessels are mainly smaller boats representing all gear types.  Fixed Gear EM. A randomly selected 30% of trips was covered by EM in the fixed gear (hook-and-line or traps) fleet.   Pelagic Pollock Trawl EM. This is a test program with participating vessels volunteering for 100% EM coverage within the pelagic pollock trawl fleet. These boats deliver unsorted fish to processing plants where observers can collect biological information. 
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Designs: 
Stratification & Allocation
● Stratification: Currently defined by monitoring 

method (at-sea observer, fixed-gear EM, or 
shoreside observer with full retention compliance 
monitoring at-sea) and gear type (hook-and-line, 
pot, or trawl)

● Allocation: Currently:
Fixed-gear EM:          30.0% (policy)
Trawl EM:                    33.3% (policy)
At-sea Observer:       [Remaining funds]: 15% 

baseline, then minimize variance on groundfish 
discards, halibut PSC, and Chinook PSC.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From a sample design perspective, we can modify how we stratify our sample units (trips/deliveries) and allocate our samples to those strata.JGPT don’t know what ODDS isSpend some time orienting on the monitoring methodsRefresher - stratificationDivide the population we’re interested in into groups based on things we know before samplingStrata can have different sampling rates and/or sampling methods; within a stratum have same rate and methods�Can be useful for logistics such as travel (stratify by port), to control costs when able to group and sample lower cost items or again reduce travel times, to direct sampling to portions of the population that we want in the final data but may miss because there are few trips, for example AI or BS PC fisheries�In our case, the things we know beforehand and can use to define our strata are monitoring method, gear type(s), and FMP (large areas, not NMFS Areas, more about that later)
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Designs: 
Stratification & Allocation
● Stratification: Currently defined by monitoring 

method (at-sea observer, fixed-gear EM, or 
shoreside observer with full retention compliance 
monitoring at-sea) and gear type (hook-and-line, 
pot, or trawl)

● Alternatively, also stratify by FMP, splitting trips in 
the BSAI vs GOA

Higher sample allocation in BSAI
● Alternatively, combine fixed gear trips into one 

stratum (hook-and-line and pot) 
Addresses issues with trips fishing both gear 

types.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Stratification Definitions Evaluated
Stratification

Number of 
Sampled 

Strata
Definition Rationale

2023 

(CURRENT)
6

Monitoring Method (Observer, EM 
Fixed Gear, EM Trawl) and Gear Type

(HAL, POT, TRW)

Current stratification 
definition

FMP 11
Monitoring Method (Observer, EM 

Fixed Gear, EM Trawl) and Gear Type
(HAL, POT, TRW) and FMP (BSAI, GOA)

Potential to reduce the 
likelihood of data gaps

Combined fixed 
gear - FMP

(FIXED-FMP)
7

Monitoring Method (Observer, EM 
Fixed Gear, EM Trawl) and Gear Type
(FIXED, TRW) and FMP (BSAI, GOA)

Maintains statistical 
integrity without 

creating small strata 
and allowing focused 

sampling

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are the final stratification definitions we included in the designs to be evaluated - current as a baseline, FMP only, and that combined HAL-POT and FMP stratification (best of both worlds)
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Designs: 
Stratification & Allocation
● Allocation: Currently:

Fixed-gear EM:          30.0% (policy)
Trawl EM:                    33.3% (policy)
At-sea Observer:       [Remaining funds]: 15% 

baseline, then minimize variance on groundfish 
discards, halibut PSC, and Chinook PSC.

● Alternatively, allocate sampling effort to reduce 
data gaps in a way that also scales with budget

● Alternatively, allocate more to cheaper strata
● Alternatively, allocate more to strata with fewer 

trips to guard against sample size

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here, we can define data gaps as units of fishing effort in space and time that are not represented among our sampled trips.
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Box definition: 
200 km wide hexagon and 1 week 
period and adjacent neighboring 
hexagons and weeks

Allocation
New Allocation 
Methods:

Cost-weighted 
Boxes (CWB)
- spatiotemporal gaps
- monitoring costs

Proximity (PROX)
- spatiotemporal gaps
- sample size

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce concept of interspersion: improve the likelihood that unmonitored trips will be near a monitored trip in space and time.CWB: Weights more heavily to strata with a higher proportion of BOXES unlikely to be near a sampled neighbor and also allocate more to strata that are cheaper to monitor per unit.PROX: Weights more heavily to strata with a higher proportion of TRIPS  unlikely to be be near a sampled neighbor and also allocate more to strata with fewer trips to guard against low stratum sizes (e.g., smaller BSAI strata will be sampled relatively more)
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Allocation Method

Stratification Definition

2023 (Current) FMP Combined Fixed 
Gear and FMP

Equal Rates Integrated EM, baseline 
comparison Integrated EM Integrated EM

15% plus 
optimization 
(status quo)

both the stratification definition 
and allocation method were used 

in 2023

Cost Weighted 
Boxes

2023 stratification definition and 
gap minimization with cost 

efficiencies
Integrated EM Integrated EM

Proximity
2023 stratification and gap 

minimization with sample size 
buffer

Integrated EM Integrated EM
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Sample Size and Rates 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Equal Rates, we can afford only approximately 12% AK-wide for all strata.Status Quo: 30-33% for EM, less than 9% AK-wide for at-sea observer strata AK-wide.When stratifying by FMP and also grouping fixed-gear trips into single strata, we see how CWB and PROX both sample BSAI strata at much higher rates than in the GOA. One key difference is that PROX samples strata with fewer trips (i.e., BSAI) relatively harder than CWB.



● Data collection opportunities
○ Trips sampled (observers)
○ Trips monitored (observers or EM)

● Variance in expenses
● Burden share
● Power to detect

○ Rare events (Short-tailed albatross, Steller sea lion)
○ Observer effects

● Data timeliness
● Variance between trips

○ Salmon PSC
○ Halibut PSC
○ Groundfish discards
○ Crab PSC

● Interspersion (monitored trips near unmonitored trips)

Evaluation Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data collection opportunitiesTrips sampled (observers, all data)Trips monitored (observers or EM, count data)Variance in expenses - All scenarios (designs to be evaluated) have the same budget, we are interested in how variable those total expenses are each time we run a simulated monitoring program. Less variance is better.Burden share - This will be a measure of how evenly monitoring is distributed across all vessels.  We dropped this because of Council concern over consistency since how “burden” is defined differs by individual.Power to detectRare events (Short-tailed albatross, Steller sea lion)Observer effectsData timeliness - This is especially important for inseason management, because they are opening and closing fisheries in real-time.Variance between trips - These will not be the actual variances estimated for Catch Accounting (for those, see Appendix C of the 2019 Annual Report), but will instead be a more simple, between-trip measure of variance that will still be able to differentiate design performance when it comes to the precision with which they estimate the quantities of interest. Specifically, we are interested in the relative precision of different designs when it comes to estimating the metrics we currently optimize on. We also plan to add crab PSC as a metric, given the recent efforts to understand crab stocks better. Crab PSC is a metric we've looked at in past ADPs.Salmon PSCHalibut PSCGroundfish discardsCrab PSCInterspersion - How many unmonitored trips are near monitored trips?Within pools: Within our strata do we have gaps (can also make his comparison FMP-specific, i.e. BSAI vs GOA)e.g., Within the EM-pool, what is the expected number of HAL-gear trips that will be monitored or neighboring a monitored EM-pool HAL-gear trip. Across pools: Do we have gaps where we do not have the full suite of data from observers?e.g., within the EM-pool, what is the expected number of HAL-gear trips that will be neighboring a monitored OB-pool HAL-gear tripIt's important to note that the selection rates, which are set in ADPs are not an evaluation metric. While selection rates influence many of these evaluation metrics, selection rates in and of themselves are not a measure of program performance.



Evaluations of Designs
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Stratifications

Allocations
Better performanceWorse performance

Metrics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We don't expect you to read thisBut we want to orient you to these tables…	The three stratifications we analyzed are represented by the three column groups labeled along the topWithin each stratification, there's one column for each of the 4 allocations we analyzed, and those are labeled along the bottomThe more purple a cell is, the better the performance was in that metricThe more red a cell is, the worse the performance was in that metricIn May and June, we talked about scoring all designs relative to the scores of equal rates allocation, but after receiving feedback from the Council, we decided to scale the colors across all designsMetrics are lebeled along the leftAnd metrics are scored across budgets… (next slide)



Evaluations of Designs - Budgets
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$3.5 M $4.5 M $5.25 M

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
…meaning that performance tends to get better, or more purple, as budget increasesWe evaluated 3 budgets



Evaluations of Designs - Tradeoffs
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Under budgets examined, Current Stratification and Status quo allocation 
resulted in much more EM sampling than observers.

 Greatest cost efficiency
 Most samples (largely from Trawl EM)
 Best CV for between trip Chinook PSC

 Doesn’t address multiple gear types on same trip
 Differences between FMP not detected
 Few at-sea observer biological measurements and tissue collections
 Low interspersion of observers to EM or observers to zero coverage 
 Worst power to detect Steller Sea lion bycatch - relatively poor at 

Short tailed albatross in the BSAI.
 High between trip CV for Pacific halibut PSC and worst CV for crab 

PSC.
 EM data too slow to be useful for quota management



Evaluations of Designs
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● Analysts recommend we make changes for the 2024 ADP.
● Analysts recommend use of the Fixed FMP stratification for 2024.

 Facilitates multiple fixed gear types on the same trip.
 Accounts for FMP differences without resulting in strata with too 

little effort.
● When combined with either CWB or Proximity allocation:

 Greatly improves EM timeliness.
 Uses cost / effort in its algorithm to avoid over/under sampling.
 Relatively good interspersion
 Relatively good power to detect Albatross in the BSAI.
 Decreased between trip CV of Pacific halibut and Crab PSC
 Increased between trip CV of Chinook PSC.
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Additional Program Considerations

● Size of zero coverage stratum
● Current observer contract structure 

(hourly billing savings 10%)
● Future observer employment structure (7-

13% savings)
● Hiring additional EM video reviewers 

(300k, 30% increase in EM budget)
● Biological data collection
● Balancing flexibility with cost

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Size of zero coverage stratumThere has been interest from industry in increasing the size of this stratum, but at least for 2024, we plan on maintaining the current zero coverage definition of vessels under 40 feet in length or vessels fishing jig gear.  This appears to be so that we can get higher rates on the remaining monitored fleet.Current observer contract structureA new observer contract will be awarded in 2024, and the request for proposals was written in a way that reflects current program needs.Future observer employment structureWe looked at the potential of hiring observers as federal employees and found that it may cost approximately 10% less than hiring observers through the current contract approach. However, the logistics of hiring observers as federal employees currently makes this approach unfeasible.There is also continued interest from industry on the viability of a voucher approach where vessels secure observer coverage directly from observer providers.Hiring additional EM video reviewersIn 2022, the average time it took for a hard drive from a fixed-gear EM trip to be reviewed was over 6 months.If an additional 3 reviewers are hired for a total additional annual cost of $300,000, and if there is no backlog of hard drives to review at the beginning of a year (which there historically has been), this review time may be able to be reduced substantially. Biological data collectionIndustry was interested in using average weights from the survey in place of fishery-dependent average weights. We communicated the problems that would create for stock assessments.Industry was interested in observers collecting biologically data opportunistically when they would otherwise have down time. We communicated that opportunistic samples wouldn't improve the design of the current program.Industry was interested in specifying observer biological data sampling programs regionally. We communicated that it's most efficient to have a standardized approach across all regions.Balancing flexibility with costThere are several program flexibilities that the PCFMAC wants to retain, even though they may increase the cost of the program:The ability to pick an observer up from any portTrip-by-trip coverage selection72-hour notice to the observer program before a trip starts
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What we need from you

● Interspersion as a metric.
● FMP Differences - Fixed FMP.
● Other [scientific] concerns.



Discussion
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